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Abstract- Due to increase and growth of Electronic commerce, use of credit card is dramatically increased and parallely credit card fraud also increased explosively. Credit card base purchases are of two types, Those are :- i) Physical card base purchase, ii) Virtual card base purchase. For first type of purchase card holder contains a card for making a payment. In this type of purchase the fraudulent transactions can be done only if the attacker was able to steal the card from cardholder and the cardholder does not notice the loss of credit card. For the second type of purchase, only some important information of a card (card number, expiry date, secure code) is required. This can be happen due to not awareness of genuine card holder that someone else has seen or stolen all details of that card information. To detection of fraud activity recently we are using Hidden Markov Model (HMM). If an incoming credit card transaction is not accepted by the HMM, it is consider to be fraudulent. This paper presents a survey of various techniques used in credit card fraud detection mechanism.
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I INTRODUCTION

A large number of business, purchasing goods and services, even street vendors, these are now accepting cashless payments so that using of credit card is very increase and for offline transaction use of physical card and for online transaction we are using the virtual card. Credit card is easy to carry and easy to payments while on the move and for online purchase also it’s easy to use but fraud activity of credit card is termed as an unauthenticated use of the system or we can call it as criminal activity. To detecting this kind of fraud activity have to analyse the spending patterns for every card and to figure out any inconsistency with respect to the “usual” spending patterns. For that implementation of efficient fraud detection systems are become imperative for all credit card issuing organization. Many modern techniques based on Artificial Intelligence, Data mining, Machine learning, Generic programming etc., are evolved to detect credit card fraudulent transaction.

II EXPLANATIONS OF FRAUD TYPES

For financial transactions, the payment industry is innovating many technologies for secure environment. In existence there are many security advances like temper-evident, signature panel, EMV chip etc. has now become an industrial standards.

Fraud associated with credit card transaction:-

- Lost or stolen cards: It is commonone and due to irresponsible or unawareness of cardholder this type of fraud can happen.
- Account takeover: if a cardholder gives personal information (such as full name, address etc.) to a fraudster, who then contacts the cardholder’s bank and can report lost card and ask to change personal information
- Counterfeit cards: if a card is “cloned” from another and then that one is using for purchase then this type of fraud can happen.
- Fraudulent application: if a fraudster uses another person’s name and information to apply for and obtain a credit card.
**III HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL**

It is a statistical markov model in which the system being model and is assume to be a Markov process with unobserve(i.e. hidden) states.It can be represent by the simple dynamic Bayesian network. In Hidden Markov Model output is depending on the state but states are not visible directly. Output tokens are depends upon the probability distribution of each states. Sequence of output tokens are generating by an Hidden Markov Model and it’s giving an idea about the sequence of states.

Hidden Markov Model is perfect for addressing detection of the fraud transaction. All transaction is submitted to the fraud detection system for verification purpose and to verify the transaction is genuine or not, card details such as credit card number, CVV number, card type, expiry date is required. The implementations techniques of this model is to detecting fraud transaction through credit cards, it’s creating clusters of training set and identify the spending spending profile of cardholder. Fraud detection system is only concentrate on the amount of item purchased and use for further processing, it’s not known the number of items, types of purchased. It stores data of different amount of transactions in form of clusters depending on transaction amount which is either high, low or medium ranges. It’s trying to find out any variance in the transaction base on the spending natural profile of the cardholder, shipping address, billing address and so on. If the fraud detection system makes sure that the transaction to be fraudulent, immediately it raises an alarm, and the particular bank declines the transaction. The security information module is stores all information into database for the security purpose. For that if the cardholder lost the card then the security information module form arises to accept the security information. On that security form security questions like account number, date of birth, nickname and other personal question and answer is present and user has to answer it correctly to move to the transaction section. Cardholder starts a credit card transaction processing by giving the credit card number, card type with expiry date and it’s storing into database.

Flowchart of HMM module for Credit card fraudulent detection

**IV DESCRIPTION OF MODEL**

If we check the existing models, the bank is verifying credit card information, CVV number, date of expiry etc. and those information are available on the card and easy for fraud transaction so recently bank is also asking to register credit card for online secure password. In Hidden Markov Model, after feeding details of card at merchant site, then it’s transfer to a secure gateway which is established at bank’s own server. HMM is helping to verify fraudulent of transaction which is going to happen and it’s having two modules:

i) Online Shopping: Now a days for online shopping many steps are presents, first is to login into a particular site from where goods and services can purchase and then choose any item and the next step is to go to payment mode where information or details of credit card is required. And after filling all those information that page will be directed to proposed fraud detection system which will be installed at merchant site or bank’s server.
ii) Fraud detection System: information details about credit card (like credit card number, CVV number, expiry date etc.) must be checked by the fraud detection system. If user entered correctly those details then system will ask Personal Identity Number (PIN) and that time also fraud checking activity activate on that system. The verification of all data is checking before loading the first page and before completing the ten transactions system can ask all details for each transaction, after completing ten transaction system will store the details into database and after if any change is showing for next transaction system again will ask all details or that particular transaction will be marked as fraudulent transaction. By using this type of observation system determine users spending profile and if the transaction may be concluded as fraudulent then user must enter security information (like account number, date of birth etc.) which are provide at the time of registration.

V PHP SOFTWARE

PHP is a server side scripting language designed for web development but it is used as a general purpose programming language. It is called as hypertext pre-processor. PHP code is joins into HTML code. For credit card fraud detection method PHP module easily implement.

Features of PHP module:

- Credit card issuing bank validation
- Fraud analysis and scoring
- Email address validation
- Mobile app notification of fraud orders
- Blacklist validation
- Email notification of fraud orders
- IP address location

By using PHP software the credit card fraud detection features makes use of the behaviour and location of the user to check for unusual patterns. These patterns include user characteristics such as user spending patterns as well as user geographic locations to verify user’s identity. If any unusual pattern is given by user then system is rechecking all data. For that if any unusual patterns are given by user the system can ask to that user to login again or even block the user for more than three invalid attempts.

VI CONCLUSION

Here we discuss an application of HMM and using of PHP software in credit card fraud detection. Different steps of transaction are present in this model and software for security purpose. For HMM process we found that there are different range is present for transaction amount where types of purchasing items is considering the states of the HMM and using PHP software we can store data into database for bank details purpose and email connection to get alert while fraudulent transaction is going to happen. HMM system is scalable for handling large volumes of transaction. Using HMM and PHP software we can understand and getting alert the transaction is fraudulent or not.
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